EMPOWERING THE ART OF PERSONALIZATION

Elevate is a personalized User Interface for Toshiba MFPs that simplifies both common and sophisticated tasks. Customized to your business needs, this powerfully elegant interface will streamline your document workflow and improve overall organizational efficiency.
CUSTOMIZE YOUR MFP

ELEVATE WAS DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND

Imagine an MFP tailored for the way your business operates, empowering you to run your business more efficiently. Elevate allows you to do just that, automating multiple steps of common tasks into a single touch operation. It also surfaces many powerful features that user may tend to overlook and brings those to the forefront. No more digging through confusing menus searching for complicated functions. Users can easily access automated custom one-touch functions and newly discovered features quickly and easily. Need to scan to an automated workflow or copy an odd-sized, mixed-original job, the Elevate UI can be customized to make these complicated tasks as simple as the touch of a button. Elevate also helps increase document security by simplifying the process of protecting printed and scanned documents.

EMPOWERED WITH EFFICIENCY

Elevate enables your MFP to become an integral part of daily business operations by integrating with industry leading document workflow and enterprise content management applications. In doing so, the MFP becomes an on-ramp to digital document workflow and boosts productivity by reducing manual and paper intensive processes in the office. And because time is money, reducing the number of steps in a given task translates directly into savings and greater efficiency. Especially when multiplied by the number of employees performing those steps every day.

CUSTOMIZED HELP

Elevate not only customizes and automates tasks to help your business run more smoothly, the entire look and feel can be tailored specifically for your company’s branding. So, whatever your industry, whatever your workflow, Elevate enables you to raise your expectations.

- Personalized User Interface
- Tailored for Specific Industries
- One-Step Functions
- Seamless Integration

Contact your Toshiba Authorized Dealer or visit business.toshiba.com to learn more